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Many-body wave function for a quantum dot in a weak magnetic field

A. Harju,* V. A. Sverdlov,† and R. M. Nieminen
Laboratory of Physics, Helsinki University of Technology, FIN-02150 Espoo, Finland

V. Halonen
Theoretical Physics, University of Oulu, FIN-90570 Oulu, Finland

~Received 21 October 1998!

The ground states of parabolically confined electrons in a quantum dot are studied by both direct numerical
diagonalization and quantum Monte Carlo~QMC! methods. We present a simple but accurate variational
many-body wave function for the dot in the limit of a weak magnetic field. The wave function has the
center-of-mass motion restricted to the lowest-energy state and the electron-electron interaction is taken into
account by a Jastrow two-body correlation factor. The optimized wave function has an accuracy very close to
the state-of-the-art numerical diagonalization calculations. The results and the computational efficiency indi-
cate that the presented wave function combined with the QMC method suits ideally for studies of large
quantum dots.@S0163-1829~99!07907-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The progress in the fabrication of semiconductor quant
dots~QD! has stimulated an increasing interest in investig
ing the properties of such systems.1 From the theoretica
point of view, a QD is an ideal many-electron object f
studying fundamental physical properties of correlated e
tron systems. One of the theoretical goals is to underst
the nature of the many-body ground states for vario
magnetic-field strengths. As the experiments are mainly p
formed in the magnetic-field strengths of few tesla, we c
centrate on the limit of weak magnetic field.

In principle, the most accurate theoretical method
studying QD’s is the direct numerical diagonalization of t
many-body Hamiltonian.2 The method is, however, restricte
to rather small electron numbers. For the zero-magnetic-fi
case, it is applicable to less than ten electrons. Moreo
being purely numerical, the method does not give mu
physical insight. From the mean-field approaches,
density-functional theory and its generalization for a nonz
magnetic field, the current-density-functional theo
~CDFT!,3 approximatively include the correlation effects a
are thus good candidates for studying systems of larger e
tron numbers. The comparison of CDFT to numerical dia
nalization results4 shows reasonable~a few percent! agree-
ment in energies for a three-electron dot, but its gene
applicability for strongly correlated cases is questionable

In this paper, we show that a simple trial wave functi
combined with a quantum Monte Carlo method~QMC! can
solve the ground states of the parabolic QD in the we
magnetic fields nearly exactly. We show that the agreem
with the diagonalization method is extremely good and t
the scheme presented here can be easily extended to a
larger number of electrons than is possible to handle ac
rately by diagonalization. In this way, the scheme is nea
as accurate as the diagonalization method, but its comp
tional cost is comparable to the cost of CDFT or other me
field methods.
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~8!/5622~5!/$15.00
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II. VARIATIONAL WAVE FUNCTION

In the usual model for a quantum dot, electrons with
effective massm* are moving in two dimensions and ar
confined by a parabolic potential12 v0

2r 2.5 The one-body
problem is similar to the harmonic oscillator one~with fre-
quencyv25v0

21 1
4 vc

2 , wherevc5eH/m* c) and is easily
solved for an arbitrary magnetic fieldH.6 The single-particle
wave functions are in scaled units,7

cn,6umu}~x6 iy! umuLn8
umu

~r 2!expS 2
r 2

2 D , ~1!

wherem is the angular momentum quantum number,n is the
shell index andn85(n2umu)/2. The normalization is not
needed, because it drops away in the QMC approach. Fo
interaction between electrons, the normal 1/r i j potential is
used.

As a consequence of the parabolic potential, the cen
of-mass~CM! motion can be separated from the relative m
tion for any number of particles. If one is interested only
the ground state, one should ensure that the CM motion
been restricted to the lowest-energy state. In practice,
requirement is most easily fulfilled by the following coord
nate replacement:8

x6 iy→ x̂6 iŷ[~x2xcm!6 i~y2ycm!, ~2!

wherexcm andycm are the coordinates of the CM. Note th
this replacement is done only in the phase part of the sin
particle wave function.

The variational many-body wave function is built from
the single-particle basis given above. If one is to solve
many-body problem in a mean-field sense, the one-b
wave functions would be used to build Slater determina
for spin-up and for spin-down electrons. Then one wou
modify the one-body wave functions to account for the eff
of other electrons in some ‘‘self-consistent–mean-fiel
way. This is not, however, done here. On the contrary,
assume that the effect of the electron-electron interaction
5622 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 59 5623MANY-BODY WAVE FUNCTION FOR A QUANTUM DOT . . .
the many-body wave function can be separated from
Slater determinants discussed above. We will see later
this is really a reasonable approximation. Doing so,
variational many-body wave function reads

C5det↑@$cn,m%#det↓@$cn,m%#3F~$ri%!, ~3!

where only the functionF is unknown. The functionF de-
pends on the coordinates of all electrons. One should
note that each one-body wave function containingx or y
depends onall other states via the CM coordinates. In th
way, the one-body orbitals are already ‘‘correlated.’’ But t
one-body orbitals do not have any variational parameters
is the case in the usual QMC treatment of, for examp
atoms and molecules. More details on good quantum n
bers and the spin contamination of the present form can
found in Ref. 9.

A great simplification is obtained for the variational wa
function if we assume that the main effect inF is the two-
body correlation, as is the case in the strong-magnetic-fi
limit.10 In that limit, up to 98% of the Landau-level mixing i
captured by two-body correlation factors, without modifyin
the multiconfigurational many-body wave function bu
from the lowest-Landau-level functions. Using this appro
mation forF, it can be written as

F~$ri%!5)
i , j

N

J~r i j !, ~4!

where the product is over all pairs of electrons andJ is a
two-body correlation factor. For it we use the Jastrow fo
J(r i j )5exp@arij /(11brij)#, wherea andb are variational pa-
rameters. We use differenta andb for pairs of parallel and
opposite spins. Our many-body wave function has thus o
four variational parameters. These are easily found by
stochastic gradient approximation11 ~SGA! technique.

The explicit rule for building the variational wave func
tion has thus two important parts. The first one is the rest
tion of the CM motion to ensure that it is in the lowes
energy state. The second ingredient is the inclusion of
two-body correlation factor that reflects the simple idea t
the electrons avoid each other and their relative motion
correlated. Next, we will show that these two simple ide
are enough to explain a great deal of the many-body phy
in QD’s.

III. RESULTS

A good test for the variational wave function given abo
is to compare the energies obtained with it with the on

TABLE I. Numerical diagonalization~Ref. 12! and variational
energies for a three-electron QD. The parameter valuesm* /m0

50.067, e512.4 have been used, and the confinement is\v0

53.37 meV. The magnetic field is zero. The energies are in m

State Exact energy QMC energy

1 26.82 26.88
2 28.27 28.35
3 30.02 30.03
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from the direct numerical diagonalization. In Table I, w
compare the QMC energies for a three-electron QD with
diagonalization ones.12 The three states presented are the fi
three lowest-energy states in the limit of weak magne
field.13 We can see that the agreement is very good, the e
being approximately 0.3% in the worst case. For comparis
the CDFT error is larger by an order of magnitude.4

The determinant parts of the states given in Table I ar

C15det↓@c0,0#det↑@c0,0,c1,1#, ~5!

C25det↓@c1,1#det↑@c0,0,c1,1#, ~6!

C35det↑@c0,0,c1,1c2,2#. ~7!

One can analyze the phase structure of these wave func
by explicitly writing down the determinants. The commo
exponential part of the one-body wave functions does
change the phase structure of the many-body wave funct
One should note that the same is true for the form ofF used
in the present work. Having this in mind, the phase structu
of the three lowest states can be written as

C1}~z22z3!, ~8!

C2}~z12zcm!~z22z3!, ~9!

C3}~z12z2!~z22z3!~z32z1!, ~10!

where we have usedz5x1 iy. It is very interesting to com-
pare this with the work of Bolton.14 It turns out that his trial
wave function has exactly the same phase structure. Fur
evidence for the correctness of these phase structure
given by the fixed-phase Monte Carlo energies of Bolton14

He has shown that having these phase structuresfixed, the
exact energies are within the error bars of his Monte Ca
simulations. We can thus speculate that the small error in
energies above is due to the form used for the functionF,
and is mainly a three-body correlation effect. In addition,
other forms ofF are used, these should also leave the ph
structure of the wave function the same.

In Fig. 1, we compare the two-particle densiti

FIG. 1. The two-particle densityr (2)(r 1 ,r 2) from diagonaliza-
tion ~full line! and from QMC~dashed line! for the stateC1 of Eq.
~5!. Lengths in nm. On the left~right! panel, electron with spin
down ~up! is fixed to 20 nm from the center and the density
opposite spins are plotted.

.
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5624 PRB 59HARJU, SVERDLOV, NIEMINEN, AND HALONEN
r (2)(r 1 ,r 2) from diagonalization and from QMC for the sta
C1 , with one of the electron coordinates fixed. The agr
ment is excellent.

The one-electron picture has a second candidate for
determinant part of theC2 , namely,

C̃25det↓@c0,0#det↑@c0,0,c2,2#. ~11!

This has the same angular momentum as stateC2 . The
states corresponding toC2 and C̃2 ~without restricting the
CM motion! are the two important configurations for th
second ground state of a three-electron QD~Ref. 1! as the
magnetic field increases from zero. The phases of these
stateswithout restricting the CM motion are

C28}z1~z22z3!, ~12!

C̃28}~z2
22z3

2!, ~13!

and the two wave functions are clearly linearly independe
If, however, one restricts the CM motion to the lowest lev
in these two states, their phases change. The phase obt
for C2 is given in Eq.~9!, and for C̃2 , the use of Eq.~2!
leads to an identical phase structure. Thus the total ma
body wave functions are the same for these two modi
states. This is a satisfactory feature of the presented cons
tion of the many-body wave function. In addition, the pro
lem of identifying the experimentally observed seco
ground state using a one-particle description can be solv1

One should note that we have not used any analyt
tricks for the construction of the variational wave function
was done, for example, in Ref. 14 to obtain the phase st
tures given above. These kinds of tricks are only applica
for small particle numbers and the generalization to lar
particle numbers is difficult to find. In this respect, the var
tional basis presented here should work equally well
QD’s containing any number of particles.

For four electrons, we compare the following two sta
with the diagonalization method. The determinant parts
the wave functions for the states are given by

C15det↓@c0,0#det↑@c0,0,c1,1,c1,21#, ~14!

C25det↓@c0,0,c1,1#det↑@c0,0,c1,1#. ~15!

These states are the two ground states for small magn
field values. In Table II, we compare the QMC results w
the diagonalization ones. We can see that the agreeme
again very good. The errors are around 0.3% and 0.5%.
can also see that the state number one is lower in energ
good agreement with the experimental finding of Ref. 1 a
Hund’s rule.

TABLE II. Exact and variational energies for a four-electro
QD. The magnetic field is zero. The parameter values arem* /m0

50.067, e513, and\v051.0 meV. The energies are in meV
The error estimate for the last digit is in the parentheses.

State Exact energy QMC energy

1 17.22~2! 17.27~1!

2 17.36~0! 17.44~1!
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For larger particle numbers, the number of states that
be used in the direct numerical diagonalization restricts m
seriously the accuracy obtained. In Fig. 2, we present
numerical diagonalization energies for various numbers
basis states together with our QMC energy for six electro
The extrapolation to an infinite basis in the diagonalizat
predicts the energy;81.5 meV. This is, however, only a
estimate, obtained by a least-squares fit using a functionE0
1a exp@2bn#, wheren is the number of the lowest many
body shells included in the basis of the numerical diagon
ization andE0 , a, and b are the fitted parameters. Th
convergence of the diagonalization does not, in general,
low exactly the form used, and it is not even as smoot
function of n as we assume in the present form, but t
accuracy of the energy estimate is sufficient for the pres
comparison. The QMC energy is in good agreement with
extrapolated value, being only approximately 0.2 m
higher. One should note that the QMC energy is clearly m
accurate than the diagonalization using six lowest shells.
the other hand, even the use of five lowest shells is enoug
obtain semiquantitative agreement with experiments.15

The last comparison with the numerical diagonalization
for an eight-electron QD. For it only five lowest many-bod
shells can be used in the diagonalization. We compare
states with total spinsS51 and S50. The results can be
seen in Fig. 3. The difference of the QMC energies from
extrapolated ones is again very small, only around 0.3%.
error of the five-shell diagonalization is six times larger.

The recent experiments of Refs. 1 and 16 provide a g
test for the theoretical methods. In Fig. 4 we compare
experimental transition points with the QMC ones forN
56 case. One can see that the agreement is very good.
finite thickness of the real QD and the long-range screen
of the electron-electron interaction are treated using a sc
Coulomb strength in the calculation, which is only a cru
approximation for these effects. The confinement stren
and the scaling of the Coulomb interaction cannot be
tained from the experiments and are thus free parameter
theory. The confinement value used\v054.5 meV is in a
reasonable range with experimental value\v0'5 meV for

FIG. 2. Total energy as a function of the inverse of the num
of shells used in the numerical diagonalization for six electro
The parameter values arem* /m050.067, e513.0, \v0

53.0 meV, and H50. The QMC energy is marked with3. The fit
presented is discussed in the text.
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PRB 59 5625MANY-BODY WAVE FUNCTION FOR A QUANTUM DOT . . .
one electron dot, as the confinement is weaker for lar
electron numbers. The scaling of the Coulomb interact
value a50.7 is obtained from the experimental transitio
point for the N52 case,1 assuming that the confineme
strength is nearly the same as forN51.

IV. CONCLUSION

The results reported above clearly show that the prese
variational many-body wave function is extremely efficie
The energies obtained are, in every case, in excellent ag
ment with the diagonalization energies. The error is of
same order for all the cases. Because the number of v
tional parameters is independent of the electron number
can conclude that the presented variational wave func
combined with the quantum Monte Carlo method is a v
promising technique to study larger quantum dots, too.

Perhaps the most important aspect of the variatio
many-body wave function presented in this paper is that
easy to construct and it can be easily interpreted. There
two explicit rules in the construction, namely that the C
motion must be in the lowest level and that the electro
avoid each other. The practical implementation is straight
ward, as was shown above. These simple rules lead to
accuracy that has previously been obtained only by the di
numerical diagonalization technique. In the diagonalizat
method, the topology of the total many-body wave functi
is, however, hidden in the enormous set of the expans
coefficients. The wave function presented here really gi
insight into the topology of the many-body wave function f
electrons in a parabolic QD. Also the experimentally o
served states can be identified using simple free-electron
terminants with certain good quantum numbers, if the t
important ingredients of the construction presented here
kept in mind.

FIG. 3. Total energies as a function of the inverse of the num
of shells used in the numerical diagonalization for eight electro
The higher energies are forS50 and lower forS51, respectively.
The parameter values arem* /m050.067, e513.0, \v0

53.457 meV, and H50. The QMC energies are marked with3.
The fits are discussed in the text.
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In summary, we have built a simple variational man
body wave function for a parabolic quantum dot. The wa
function leads to an accuracy comparable with the direct
merical diagonalization. It has much better computatio
scaling as a function of the electron number. The wave fu
tion proposed has a very intuitive structure, which is use
in understanding the many-body physics of electrons
quantum dots. In addition, the good scaling of the compu
tional cost of the quantum Monte Carlo method combin
with the proposed variational wave function indicates th
the method outlined here is a perfect tool for studying t
electronic properties of quantum dots.
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FIG. 4. Upper panel: Experimental energy forN56 QD ~Ref.
16!. The kinks show the transition points where the lowest ene
state changes. The QMC transition points are marked withL.
QMC parameters used arem* /m050.067, e512.9, \v0

54.5 meV, g* 520.44. Vee5ae2/er i j , with a50.7. Lower
panel: Electron occupations of the lowest energy states.
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